
MORPHOLOGY AND SYNTAX

Noun

There is no grammatical gender. Armenian has two numbers. The definite

article is affixed to the noun: -dl-n: e.g. tun 'house', tuno 'the house'; gini

'wine'; ginin 'the wine'. In Eastern Armenian, the indefinite article is mi

preceding the noun; in Western it follows in the form mg: thus, EArm. mi

mard = WArm. mard mo 'a man'. The plural marker is -er for monosyllables,

-ner for polysyllables: e.g. turner 'houses'; tun.er.Q 'the houses'; kayakner

'towns', kayakner Q 'the towns'.

DECLENSION

There are seven cases. Various types of declension are distinguished in the

singular, differing mainly in the formation of the genitive and dative cases.

There are no irregularities in the plural, as all nouns take -{n)er. Specimen

declensions: banvor 'worker'; gari 'barley'; or 'day'.



Pronoun

PERSONAL

The independent forms of the personal pronouns, with accusative case:

Singular Plural



From the present base are formed the optative, the subjunctive, the

conditional, the imperfective participle in -wm, and the future participle in

-u. From the aorist base are formed the simple past tense and the participle

in 'O. The past participle is identical with the second base: grac, kardacac.

The main auxiliary used in conjugation is yem = I am:

present sing.: 1 em, 2 es, 3 e; pi. 1 enk, 2 ek, 3 en\ y- anlaut if necessary

past sing.: 1 ei, 2 eir, 3 er\ pi. 1 eink, 2 eik, 3 ein

Specimen conjugation: grel 'to write'; indicative mood (main forms):

present: grum em, ^s, etc.

past imperfect: grum eU eir, etc.

future: grelu yem, yes, etc., or with particle ko: ko grem (optative)

preterite: grel em, etc.

pluperfect: grel ei, etc.

perfect: grac em, etc.

simple aorist: sing, greci, grecir, grec; pi. grecink, grecik, grecin

optative: sing, grem, gres, gri; pi. grenk, grek, gren

GERUNDS

The present gerund ends in -um (the form used in the present and imperfect

tenses above) or in -elis/alis; the latter form is used to denote action upon

which a second action is contingent: e.g. Senyak mtnetts girk^s hanum em

'Upon entering the room, I take my book.' The future gerund is seen as a

tense formant in the future: grelu yem, etc. It can also be used as an infinitive

of purpose: e.g. Gnaci gradaran girk kardalu T went to the library to read a

book'; and attributively: e.g. kardalu girk 'a book to be read'.

IMPERATIVE

Sing, grir! 'write!', pi. grecek!

HORTATIVE

Optative form preceded by biti: e.g. biti grem 'I am to/have to write'.

PASSIVE

The marker is -v-: e.g. sirel 'to love'; passive, sirvel 'to be loved'; Vocncacvec
mek fmbakocic 'One bomber was destroyed.'
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CAUSATIVE

-Vc«-: e.g. nstel 'to sit', nstecnel 'to ask someone to be seated'.

NEGATIVE

The negative particle cq is prefixed to the auxiHary if there is one; the
auxiHary then precedes the sense verb: e.g. grum ei 1 was writing', ceigrum 'I

wasn't writing'; grelue 'he will write': cigrelu 'he will not write'. The negative
particle for the imperative mood is ml

Prepositions and postpositions

Armenian uses both.

PREPOSITIONS

With genitive case: afanc 'without': e.g. afanc kaskaci 'doubtless'; and with
accusative case: depi 'towards': e.g. gnum em depi hyusis '1 am going
northwards'.

POSTPOSITIONS

Usually follow the genitive case: e.g.

hamar 'for': e.g. hayreniki hamar 'for the motherland';

masin 'about': e.g. Xosum enk girki masin 'We're talking about the book';

het 'with': e.g. nra het gnaci 'I went with him';

vra 'on': e.g. seyani vra 'on the table'.

Word order

SVO is basic; can be altered for emphasis.
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